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has composed a mighty structure by augmenting these beautiful
stories with this counterpoint of esoteric ideas.

Fhis book provides indubitable testimony that there is a FOUl'Poems
summit of achievement towards which man can strive. When a man

as remarkable as Gurdjieff writes about men he considers remark. FROM The Children of Ourselves by Ben Goldstein
able, the results are wondrous.

From my point of view, he can be called a remarkable man A MOMENT OF SILENCEwho standsout from thosearound him by the resourcefulness
of his mind, and who knows how to be restrained in the
manifestations which proceed from his nature, at the same In the hotel of my heart
time conducting himself justly and tolerantly towards the I inhabit four chambers

weaknesses of others. (p. 81) Pulsing, beating, surging

The nomadic corpuscles of my blood
' Tumble down arteries

Pass into capillaries

All Eve fhl Branch intothe infinitesimal

And find the infinite

I once was separate, distinct

G GURDIEFF Like a gray patch on a
· White paper

Isolated, alienated, alone

Until I began to look for the borders
FIRST SERIES': Of self

BEELZEBUB'S TALES Began to try to grasp the
Gray shabbiness of my life

TO HIS GRANDSON I searched in the streets at dark

$8.95 In the curious confines of my bed
In others minds

SECOND SERIES: And each path beckoned me homeward
MEETINGS WITH Inside

REMARKABLE MEN Nerve endings, tingling, exploding
$5.95 Shooting up my spine

Gurdjieff explores man's latent possibilities on every level. After mercilessly My brain coming
destroying the beliefs and views that centuries of miseducation have rooted Bursting in light
in man, he goes on to offer the material required for the creation of hat* All concepts ripped from me

Like a child ripped from its mother's womb
monious being and the attainment of higher states of consciousness. Passing through abstraction

Pleasesend your orders (pre-paid - no charge for postage) to: ! flew apart

PSYCH!EDELICBOOKSelVlCE, BOX 171, New Hyde Park, N.Y. And in that moment listening to the silence
I became whole
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THEJOURNEYINTOECSTASY ONEOFTHOSEDAYS

The heart within was my goal
Once upon a moon

the night was part as I surged through the

of the day innermost vessels of my mind
the light To use all my senses on the machinery

before the phantasms of life of my existence

The weariless winds had not yet been Filled me with an unexpressible ecstasy
formed My body pulsed

The energy of the egg had not yet been with the beat of my heart
g-e-n-e-r-a-t-e-d I could hear the auricles and ventricles

Only a presence existed in that great sea of silence filling up
a and emptying

prelude The valves made a soft clicking sound
to the I felt the fibers of my muscles

ensuing concerto s-t-r-e-t-c-h-i-n-g

Spewed forth in unerring multiplicity and
came the ylem recoiling

the source of all being I flowed through my aorta and ran the gamut

the children ofourselves of my body
threading out their own bodies returning to my heart.

harmonically attuned I swayed and reeled in inner contemplation
I was floating through orbs unknown

to

mind The sun of phosphorescence burst to my left
the golden sun

Like some the purple moons

infinitely dimensioned mobius strip the turquoise stars
they twisted and turned themselves the infinite lights

into solidity All were part of me
without losing their original nature and I of them

And so we find ourselves

perfectly narrated in 10 billion neurons
Witness to the primordial act of creation

stamped

Psychedelicately in the synapses of consciousness
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I SlT AND THINK I'M THE BUDDHA BOOK REVIEWS

I s _nd think l'm the Buddha. And I guess I am . . . but I only
recognize it... when l'm not thinking, not recognizing, not being,
not not being. A jewel radiates within me everywhere the same... THE ADDICT AND THE LAW organized medicine, and the people
the world separate and inseparable in a universe of phantasms. By Alfred R. Lindesmith. Bloom- at large; interprets the so-calledington, Ind.: Indiana University doctor cases decided by the Supreme

Action resides from past to future it has no place in the im- Press, 1965. Pp. xiii + 337. $7.50. Court; appraises the narcotic dinics

perceptible now. Light is the only filler of the motionless moment. Legal policy is not forged in a and self-help clubs such as Synanon;
Perceiving the dissolution of the material into waves, my mind vacuum. The materials on which it deals with the treatment of narcotic

begins restlessly to grope to control the energy patterns around me. relies, and the guideposts which offenders in the courts and prisons
The lightbulb stands out in its transparent stability against the orient it, vary with the structure and comments on the inequality of
pulsating wall. If mind can perceive its organic unity can't being and the ideological climate of a law enforcement according to socialsociety. It can be assumed, though, status. He finally draws his conclu-
manipulate itself? I try to make the lightbulb explode. Doubts well that in all civilizations, ancient and sion in favor of transfer of authority
up in me. Bulbous indecision echoes its own contriving, modern, the interstices of the legal from "the police" to the medical

A pebble dropped in water expands in rippling pulses through framework were filled with "public profession.In contrast to the heated debate
its own body. A diamond tapped incorrectly shatters to bits. How opinion" emanating from custom
much more perfect is the universe pronouncing itself in continual and folkways. As an explorer of often indulged in when matters ofsocial conduct the social scientist, moral concern are pursued, the dis-
becoming, everywhere the same, everywhere different. Every [abri- since Herbert Spencer's time, has course is comfortably air-cooled by
cation organic or not partakes in change, the movement of creation increasingly contributed to legal sober reasoning free of self-righteous
spontaneously evolved in being, policy, notably in the United rhetoric and-also on account of am-

In a perfectly synchronous universe the fluttering of a leaf re- States. Here the benefits he has pie bibliographical references to op-provided for legislators, appellate ponents of his cause and the author's
sounds throughout. In the universe of suchness objects are harmoni- judges, and upper-level administra- candid admission of his own biases
ously orchestrated. The world of no'w is implicitly itself. The within tors are too numerous to detail. --disarmingly persuasive.
of things declares itself in its own radiance undisturbed by the ques- Suffice it to mention the painstak- Well aware of the obstacles toreform but confident that they can be
tions of time and the fruits of action. Disregarding my egocentric lng research as to the effects of surmounted, Dr. Lindesmith designs

will for power its perfection leaves me separate and alone like a capital punishment and segrega-tion, or of the minimum wage on a gradual program of entrusting the
raving maniac trying to crush the life from a drop of dew. the labor market, and, in the field addict- a diseased person, not aculprit -- to the physician whose

My mind flashes through the sequence of my insolence in Eden. of procedural reforms, the analytic duty it is to alleviate pain where
The question is not possible. How may one desire power persist in study of such problems as electronic cure does not seem within reach.
longing and yet take part in the most lucid of jewels, the universe, eavesdropping, securing counsel to The time to begin is now, notwith-the indigent, releasing indigent de-
I succumb seeking release from selfhood, self conscious conception, lendants without bail during trial, standing the filibustering claim that
desire. My body and the room flow joyously into one another, appointing rather than electing the "more research is needed." Eventoday the following "aims" con-

I falter, look back at the bulb. The glass harboring a reflection judiciary, summoning blue-ribbon cerning the addiction problem as a
of the window brings on vague thoughts of birth and death, crea- juries. It was a natural step in this whole "would probably be agreed
tion and destruction, the phantasms of life and the path of selfless development that sociologists began upon as desirable by all parties in

to investigate the legal subject of the current controversy:action, drug control. "1. Prevention of the spread of
Flashback to a mind continually beset by considerations. My Dr. Lindesmith, a professor of addiction and a resultant

question becomes my answer. Being inherently manipulates itself, sociology, clarifies the issues in- progressive reduction in the
drift downstream through veins, arteries, capillaries into the clari- volved on a broad background of number of addicts.

ty of understanding. An inner smile of purity holds me as a small statistical surveys, including Great "2. Curing current addicts of
Britain, Israel, and Japan; examines their habits insofar as this

piece of plaster falls on the bed. the motivation of the attitudes can be achieved by present
taken pro and con by judges, ad- techniques or by new ones
ministrative officials, patrolmen, which may be devised.
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